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Eurowings to end long-haul to focus
on short-haul point-to-point services
At the Lufthansa Group Capital Markets Days presentation on
24 June, a new vision was revealed for the Group’s in-house
LCC, Eurowings. After several years of rapid expansion as a
result of taking over Lufthansa’s non-hub flying within
Germany, then venturing into the long-haul market, and more
recently dealing with the integration of capacity added after
the failure of local rival airberlin, it has been deemed necessary
to take a breath and focus on cost-cutting with the intention of
making the airline consistently profitable from 2021.

peak summer period from now on. The wetleasing of the 15 70seat Q400s is set to end by the beginning of 2021, helping to
increase average aircraft size and thus reduce overall unit costs.
A320neos from Lufthansa Group’s orderbook will be phased in,
four in 2021 and 16 in 2022. As a result, the short-haul fleet is
expected to fall by between 10% and 20% by 2022.

Already this summer, Eurowings’s total scheduled seat
capacity, across its whole network, was expected to be down
around 1%, based on latest figures from Cirium Data and
Analytics. Since 2012 the airline has virtually quadrupled in size
from just under 10 million annual seats to over 36 million in
both 2018 and 2019, including growth of around 20% in each of
the last two years.

However, the plan is to work the existing fleet harder, with
average annual block hours set to increase from around 3,000
hours at present, to more than 3,300 hours by 2022. While the
aircraft will be worked harder, so will the crews. According to
Lufthansa Group, due to the high complexity of the current
short-haul operations (some pilots with Lufthansa contracts, no
consistent home base principle, and a multi-AOC structure
requiring a higher standby quota) the number of block hours
per crew per annum in 2018 was just 530 hours. The aim is to
increase this by over 40% to 750 hours per annum by 2022.

Short-haul: 139 aircraft, 13 bases, 440 routes, 140 destinations

Unit costs to fall by 15% by 2022

Welcome

Eurowings has grown rapidly in recent
years, but not profitably. So, Lufthansa
has revealed a clear vision to get the
airline making money. We take a closer
look at the airline’s current operations
domestically and internationally.
Plus a look at fellow Lufthansa Group
member SWISS and its operations from
its home hub in Zurich. We also look at
the evolution of Portugal’s busiest
airport in Lisbon and developments in
the Europe-Mexico market.
This issue’s country focus is on France
and Italy and we have analysis and
pictures of almost 80 new European
routes launched by some 36 airlines.

One of the key takeaways from Lufthansa’s presentation was
that Eurowings would be exiting the long-haul market and focus
on the point-to-point short-haul market. Eurowings operates
from 13 bases, nine in Germany (the four main ones of Cologne
Ralph Anker Bonn, Düsseldorf, Hamburg and Stuttgart plus Berlin TXL.
ralph@anker-report.com Dortmund, Hannover, Munich and Nuremberg), two in Austria
(Salzburg and Vienna), plus Palma de Mallorca and most
recently Pristina.
However, the airline has a frustratingly mixed fleet and utilises
four separate AOCs in the German market alone. A plan is
already in place to reduce this to just a single AOC as soon as
possible, and to modernize and harmonise the fleet. Regarding
the fleet, nine of the oldest and most expensive A320s will be
phased out this year, while the number of wetleased A320s will
be reduced with the intention of only wetleasing during the
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Eurowings’s CASK (Cost per Available Seat Kilometre) excluding
fuel in 2018 was 6.6 Eurocents. This year that is expected to fall
to 6.1 Eurocents with the elimination of recent integration
costs and a €50m investment in operational stability.
The aim is to reduce the unit cost by a further 15% to around
5.2 Eurocents in 2022 as a result of increased productivity, fleet
harmonization, a reduction in overhead costs partly through
process automation, and a shift in sales channels.
Focus on four main bases in Germany
As can be seen from the above graph, the airline’s four main
bases are Cologne Bonn (19 aircraft), Düsseldorf (37 aircraft),
Hamburg (14 aircraft) and Stuttgart (20 aircraft). Of the airline’s
fleet of 139 aircraft, 90 are based at these four airports.
Eurowings is the leading carrier at
continues on page 10
each of these airports, and accounts
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SWISS serving over 90 destinations non-stop from Zurich; US routes
lead the way for ASKs, Germany is leading country market in S19
The airline operating as SWISS was formed in early 2002
after the rather embarrassing collapse of Swissair in the
wake of ‘9/11’. SWISS uses the AOC of former Swissair
partner Basel-based Crossair and still uses that airline’s
IATA code, LX. However, the new airline’s branding is not
dramatically different from its predecessor with a focus
on the white cross on a red background.
Accounts for over 54% of seats at Zurich
The airline’s main hub is Zurich, from where it serves
almost 100 destinations in 2019. SWISS accounts for
around 54% of scheduled seat capacity at the airport,
which increases to around 62% if you include the
airline’s leisure subsidiary Edelweiss Air (IATA code WK).
The next five biggest carriers in Zurich, after SWISS and
Edelweiss Air, are Eurowings, easyJet, Lufthansa, British
Airways and Austrian Airlines. Three of these, like SWISS,
are members of Lufthansa Group.
Since 2008 SWISS has never grown its capacity at Zurich
by more than 7% in any year, with 2014 even seeing a
small reduction in seats at the airport.
Almost 20 new routes in 2015
Although you would not know it from looking at the
airline’s annual seat capacity at the airport, 2015 was a
significant year for SWISS with regard to network
growth. During that year it launched 19 new routes and
dropped only two (Catania and Kyiv KBP).
The new routes for 2015 were Bari, Bilbao, Brindisi,
Dresden, Gothenburg, Graz, Helsinki, Izmir, Krakow,
Leipzig, Ljubljana, Malta, Naples, Riga, Santiago de
Compostela, Sarajevo, Sofia, Toulouse and Zagreb. Most
of these are still operating, but not Helsinki, Izmir,
Ljubljana, Riga, Sofia or Toulouse.
Since 2015 the number of new routes launched has been
modest. In 2016 3-weekly service to Alicante was
introduced, while in 2017 2-weekly service to Nis in
Serbia was added. Last year saw new routes to
Bordeaux, Bremen and Sylt and the resumption of
service to Kyiv KBP.
So far in 2019 the only network changes have been the
launch of year-round service to Gdansk in Poland and a
weekly, summer-only service to Westerland in northern
Germany.
US routes dominate in ASK rankings
A look at the leading routes as measured by ASKs
(Available Seat Kilometres) for SWISS from Zurich in
August reveals that Chicago (served 12-weekly) just pips
Singapore (served daily) as the top route. Five of the top
10 routes are to the US with Chicago joined by Boston,
Los Angeles, New York JFK and San Francisco. The other
five leading routes for ASKs are to airports in Brazil, Hong
Kong, Japan, Singapore and Thailand.
Germany leading country market by seats
Analysis of the whole of the summer season (April to
October) shows that there are almost twice as many
seats on flights to Germany as any other country market.
Spain is a distant second, followed by Italy, USA and the
UK. Across all country markets capacity this summer is
up by 3% with SWISS serving a total of 40 country
markets (unchanged from last year).
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The fastest-growing country markets are Ukraine (+42%),
Denmark (+29%), Romania (+28%), Serbia (+23%) and
Ireland (+21%).
Over 400 flights per day in and out of Zurich
A look at the airline’s hub operation for Monday 5
August 2019 (when there are 414 scheduled flights)
shows that no flights arrive before 06:00 or depart after
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23:00. There are three clear peaks for arrivals and
departures with the busiest hour at Zurich being
between 12:00 and 12:59 when there are 48 movements
of SWISS aircraft. The quietest time is between 14:00
and 14:59. Between 06:00 and 06:30 a total of 10 longhaul flights arrive from Africa, Asia and North America.
The first wave of departures is from 06:40 to 07:40,
followed by another arrival wave from 07:45 to 08:40.
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France: May traffic figures in France were something of
a mixed bag. Although overall traffic was up over 3%,
five of the top 12 airports reported a drop in passenger
numbers compared with last May. However, Nantes
(+13%) and Bordeaux (+10%) both saw significant
growth. Four (U)LCCs (easyJet, Ryanair, Volotea and
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Vueling) all reported growth of between 9% and 12%.
KLM’s significant growth is because it has taken over
flying Air France’s service from Amsterdam to Marseille.
Italy: Passenger growth reached almost 4% in May
across all Italian airports with Bologna, Naples and Bari
all reporting growth of 12%. Among airlines, easyJet,
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Ryanair and Vueling all grew faster than Alitalia but not
as fast as Air Italy. Lufthansa subsidiary Air Dolomiti has
increased its capacity by almost 60% as a result of taking
over some flying from Lufthansa on Munich-Milan MXP,
Munich-Pisa, Frankfurt-Florence and Frankfurt-Turin. As
a result, Lufthansa’s Italian capacity is down 6% in May.
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Lisbon set for 30 million passengers in 2019 as impressive growth
continues; welcomes Qatar Airways and new US routes from TAP
The airport serving Portugal’s capital, Lisbon, has seen
tremendous growth in recent years, with passenger
numbers more than doubling between 2010 and 2018,
from 14.1 million to 29.0 million. All the indications for
2019 are that the airport will easily pass the 30 million
passenger mark later this year.
Only once in the last 22 years (in 2009) has the airport
seen a year-on-year drop in passenger numbers,
following the global recession of 2008. Between 2014
and 2017 growth was greater than 10%, before falling to
just under 9% in 2018. So far in the first four months of
2019, passenger numbers are up just under 6%.
The airport’s busiest month is August (just beating July).
Those two months look set to welcome around three
million passengers in 2019. Overall, based on analysis of
Cirium Data and Analytics, capacity is up around 8% this
summer, helped by a significant number of new routes
which have launched since the end of last summer.
Over 20 new routes since last summer
The start of the W18/19 season saw four significant new
routes; Aer Lingus to Cork, easyJet to Manchester,
Ryanair to Edinburgh and Wizz Air to London LTN. This
was followed in late November by Wizz Air launching
service to its new Vienna base.
The first week of the S19 season saw Lisbon celebrate
nine new services: home carrier TAP Portugal began
serving Basel, Dublin and Tel Aviv; Ryanair began three
new French routes to Bordeaux, Clermont-Ferrand and
Tarbes/Lourdes, while Vueling started two new Spanish
routes to Tenerife TFN and Valencia. There was also a
new carrier, Air Arabia Maroc, which introduced service
to Casablanca.
On 23 May, Delta Air Lines began service from Boston
(replacing its Atlanta route), while the first two weeks of
June has witnessed TAP Portugal launch new routes to
three US destinations (Chicago, San Francisco and
Washington) as well as two more European routes to
Naples and Tenerife TFS. LEVEL took over Vueling’s route
to Amsterdam on 16 June.
A major development was the launch on 24 June of daily
service with Qatar Airways to Doha. Emirates has been
present at the airport since 2012 and now serves Dubai
double-daily.
Wizz Air is fastest-growing carrier in S19
In volume terms TAP Portugal is the fastest-growing
airline in Lisbon, adding some 580,000 departing seats
this summer, representing growth of 10%. However,
thanks to its new routes to Luton and Vienna, Wizz Air is
the fastest-growing in percentage terms, increasing its
capacity by over 80% this summer, despite dropping its
Gdansk service.
Other routes dropped since last summer include: Blue
Air to Turin; Ryanair services to Bremen, Frankfurt HHN
and Glasgow GLA; easyJet to Liverpool; TAP Portugal to A
Coruna, Asturias, Bucharest and Vigo; and Vueling to
Zurich. A further loss has been Beijing Capital Airlines’s 3
-weekly service to Beijing. As a result, Lisbon currently
has no scheduled service to anywhere in Asia. However,
it is very strong to the Americas, especially Brazil which
ranks as the airport’s sixth biggest country market for
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seats, ahead of the next biggest long-haul markets, the
USA and Canada. Other non-European country markets
in the airport’s top 15 are Angola (14th) and Morocco
(15th).
More new routes this winter
Looking ahead to W19/20, Ryanair has already
announced plans to add service to Budapest, Malaga,
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Memmingen, Seville and Valencia, while Lauda will be
adding service to Vienna, and TAP Portugal is off to
Banjul in Gambia.
Due to its proximity to the city centre, the airport will
struggle to grow in the future so airport operator VINCI
is looking to develop a second airport at Montijo, on the
other side of the Tagus river, which is a naval air base.
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Europe-Mexico continues to show steady growth; Aeromexico starts
new Barcelona service with Turkish Airlines launching in August
The Europe-Mexico market has been growing steadily
since 2009, averaging 7% growth during the last decade.
There are really only two airports in Mexico served by
European flights; Mexico City and Cancun. The latter is a
popular tourist destination, increasingly popular with
Europeans, and with year-round appeal.
While capacity on routes to Mexico City has increased by
around 60% since 2011, the number of annual seats
available on routes to Cancun has doubled during the
same period.
Aeromexico is leading carrier for Mexico City
Aeromexico is the leading carrier in the market and
recently began a new service from Mexico City to
Barcelona. The carrier also serves Madrid (2-daily), Paris
CDG (up to 2-daily), Amsterdam (daily) and London LHR
(daily). Apart from launching the new route to Barcelona
Aeromexico has increased frequency on its Madrid and
Paris routes, resulting in an overall increase in seat
capacity of 19%.
Several European flag-carriers also operate non-stop
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service to Mexico City from their main hubs. These
include Air France, Alitalia, British Airways, Iberia, KLM
and Lufthansa.

Virgin Atlantic, which began serving Cancun from London
LGW in July 2012, and operated year-round service with
a 747-400, dropped the route in mid-January 2019.

Turkish Airlines will join this list when it introduces a 3weekly service from Istanbul IST on 21 August, a service
that will be flown by the airline’s 787-9s, and will
operate via Cancun on the return leg.

TUI Airways serves Cancun from seven UK airports in
August 2019 (Birmingham, Bristol, East Midlands,
Glasgow GLA, London LGW, Manchester and Newcastle)
while Thomas Cook Airlines operates from Gatwick and
Manchester having dropped its flights from London STN.

TUI Airways is tops for Cancun
While Aeromexico and Europe’s flag-carriers focus on
the business market to Mexico City, all other carriers are
focussed on serving Cancun. While capacity to Mexico
City is up 9% in 2019, Cancun is expecting to see an 8%
increase in capacity.
The leading carriers serving Cancun are TUI Airways,
Thomas Cook Airlines and Condor, followed by Air
France, Air Europa, British Airways and Evelop Airlines.
These carriers have all increased capacity to Cancun by
more than 10% in 2019. However, Eurowings (down
33%) and TUI fly Belgium (down 43%) have seen
significant reductions in their Cancun capacity in 2019.
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Condor serves Cancun from Frankfurt while Evelop
Airlines flies from Madrid.
Although flights to Mexico City and Cancun domInate,
this year will see 131 flights to Puerto Vallarta; 69 from
Manchester with TUI Airways, 52 from London LGW with
the same airline and 10 with Finnair from Helsinki.
Among European countries, Spain is the biggest market
for capacity to Mexico in Q3 2019, just ahead of the UK
with France and Germany well behind in third and fourth
places. Then comes Netherlands, Italy, Portugal and
newcomer Turkey, followed by Russia and Ireland. In Q4
the UK overtakes Spain to become the leading market.
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Latest European route news
Launched routes
Aegean Airlines has added another two routes to its
Athens hub during the last fortnight. These are its last
new routes from Athens this summer, bringing the
number of new routes launched to seven. The newest
destinations are Ibiza (2-weekly from 22 June until 3
September) and Tunis (2-weekly from 15 June until 14
September). Both routes depart the Greek capital very
late in the evening on Tuesdays and Saturdays, arriving
back to Athens between 05:00 and 06:00 on Wednesday
and Sunday mornings. Neither route faces direct
competition this summer. Ibiza becomes Aegean’s fifth
Spanish destination, joining Barcelona, Madrid, Malaga
and Valencia (also new this summer). Tunis is now the
airline’s fifth destination in Africa joining Casablanca and
Marrakech in Morocco, and Cairo and Alexandria in
Egypt.
On 15 June Aeromexico launched its fifth non-stop
service to Europe with the introduction of 3-weekly
flights between Mexico City and Barcelona. The
SkyTeam carrier is using its 787-8s on the 9,500kilometre route which is not served by any other carrier.
Aeromexico already serves Amsterdam (daily), London
LHR (daily), Madrid (18-weekly) and Paris CDG (11weekly). European carriers offering non-stop service to
Mexico City this summer are Air France (daily from Paris
CDG), Alitalia (daily from Rome FCO), British Airways
(daily from London LHR), Iberia (3-daily from Madrid),
KLM (daily from Amsterdam) and Lufthansa (daily from
Frankfurt and 5-weekly from Munich). Apart from
Mexico City, a number of European carriers also operate
leisure flights from various European destinations to
Cancun. For Barcelona this new route gives it non-stop
service to six Latin American cities this summer. Last
summer it already offered direct flights to Bogota (with
Avianca), Buenos Aires (with LEVEL), Lima and Sao
Paulo GRU (both operated by LATAM Airlines). Earlier
this summer Santiago in Chile also started being served
non-stop from Barcelona by LEVEL. For more on the
evolution of the Europe-Mexico market see page 5.

Air Europa introduced four new seasonal services from
Madrid during the last fortnight. It has started flying to
Alghero (2-weekly from 27 June competing with
Volotea), Athens (3-weekly from 16 June competing
with Aegean Airlines and Iberia), Copenhagen (3-weekly
from 15 June competing with Iberia Express, Norwegian
and Ryanair) and Stockholm ARN (3-weekly from 17
June competing with Iberia and Norwegian). While
Alghero will be served using the airline’s 737-800s, the
other three routes will be operated using a mix of the
airline’s widebody 787s and A330-200s. All four routes
finish operating in mid-September.

Air Serbia, which was profiled in issue 42 of The ANKER
Report, launched the last of its nine new routes from
Belgrade for S19 on 21 June, when it began 2-weekly
service (Fridays and Sundays) on the 400-kilometre route
to Zadar in Croatia. The airline’s ATR 72s will operate the
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route which faces no competition. Air Serbia now serves
all six major airports in Croatia, having launched Rijeka
flights earlier this month. Compared with S18, Air Serbia
has increased seat capacity to Croatia by 18%. It now has
over 95% of the scheduled seat capacity between Serbia
and Croatia with Croatia Airlines responsible for the
rest.

ASL Airlines France chose 24 June as the launch date for
its new scheduled service from Paris CDG to Belgrade in
Serbia. The carrier will operate the 1,430-kilometre
route 2-weekly (Mondays and Thursdays) until 5
September using its 737-700s. Competition on the route
comes from Air France (daily flight) and Air Serbia (2daily). According to Cirium Data and Analytics, ASL
Airlines France offers 44 flights per week from Paris CDG
this summer, spread across 27 routes, of which 12 are
new for S19. In July 2019 it offered 34 flights per week
from CDG across 23 routes, eight of which it has
dropped for S19.

AtlasGlobal has launched two new routes from
Zonguldak, a city on the northern coast of Turkey
overlooking the Black Sea. It now links the airport with
Istanbul IST and Düsseldorf every Wednesday and
Saturday. One of the airline’s A319s flies Istanbul –
Zonguldak – Düsseldorf – Zonguldak – Istanbul. The
only other carrier currently serving Zonguldak is Turkish
Airlines which offers a 3-weekly service from its home
hub of Istanbul IST. Last year Germania offered 4-weekly
service between Düsseldorf and Zonguldak.
Blue Air resumed service between Turin and Menorca
on 16 June, a route it last served (2-weekly) in S16. This
summer it will operate the route weekly (on Sundays)
using its 737-500s until 8 September. The 660-kilometre
route is also served weekly by Blue Panorama. However,
overall Blue Air has cut capacity this summer in Turin by
almost 50% and dropped the number of destinations
served from 20 to 11. Its share of seat capacity at the
airport this summer has thus fallen from 25% to 14%,
with Ryanair taking over as the leading airline in Turin
with 23% of seats.
BA CityFlyer has begun a seasonal service from London
LCY to Split in Croatia. The first flight was on 21 June
(and arrived 33 minutes late according to
flightradar24.com) and the service will operate 3-weekly
(Mondays, Thursdays and Fridays) until 6 September
with the airline’s E190s. No other carrier connects these
two airports. However, four carriers connect Gatwick
with Split, while two carriers connect Heathrow, Luton
and Stansted with Split this summer. In total there are
55 flights per week now between London and Split (up
from 48 in S18) operated by a total of seven different
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airlines. For London LCY this is the first ever service to
anywhere in Croatia. BA CityFlyer now serves over 30
destinations non-stop from City this summer, having also
added Rome FCO (11 November 2018) and Munich (16
February 2019) since last summer.
Chalair (IATA code CE) a French regional carrier, has
introduced seasonal service on two routes from
Bergerac. On 27 June the carrier began 2-weekly
(Tuesdays and Thursdays) service on the 370-kilometre
route to Lyon, followed a day later by 2-weely (Mondays
and Fridays) service on the 550-kilometre route to Nice.
Neither route faces direct competition, and both will be
flown using the carrier’s 48-seat ATR 42-500s. Both
routes operate until mid-September.

China Eastern Airlines introduced a 3-weekly service
between Qingdao and Paris CDG on 19 June. The 8,750kilometre route is the airline’s third new European route
since last summer having already launched Shanghai to
London LGW (3-weekly from 7 December 2018) and
Xi’an to Madrid (2-weekly from 11 December 2018). As a
result, the carrier now offers 17 routes between China
and Europe, up from 14 in S18. This is now the fourth
European route from Qingdao joining Lufthansa’s
service from Frankfurt and Beijing Capital Airlines’s
routes to London LHR and Moscow SVO. With 24.5
million passengers in 2018, Qingdao is China’s 15th
busiest airport. This summer Paris CDG is connected non
-stop to 13 airports in China, up from just eight in S18.

China Southern Airlines on Tuesday 25 June launched its
latest route to London LHR, this time from Zhengzhou.
The 2-weekly service (Tuesdays and Saturdays)
originates in Guangzhou and will be flown using 787-8s.
The 8,500-kilometre route is not flown by any other
carrier. A week earlier the carrier had also started 3weekly service between Urumqi and Vienna, also using
787-8s. This service also originates in Guangzhou. This
summer China Southern is operating 18 routes between
China and Europe, up from 14 in S18, having also started
Wuhan to Istanbul IST on 29 May and Beijing to Istanbul
on 20 December 2018. Zhengzhou, which handled 27.3
million passengers in 2018 and is China’s 12th busiest
airport, is now connected to two European airports, the
other being Moscow SVO which is served weekly by
Pegas Fly. Urumqi, which handled 23.0 million
passengers in 2018 and is China’s 19th busiest airport, is
now connected to four European airports, the others
being Moscow SVO, Moscow DME and St. Petersburg.
For Heathrow Zhengzhou is its 12th Chinese destination,
while Vienna is now connected to four Chinese airports.
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Latest European route news
Last summer it was only two, but Hainan Airlines began
service from Shenzhen in late October 2018.
Danish Air Transport began 2-weekly (Mondays and
Fridays) service between Catania in Sicily and Olbia in
Sardinia on Friday 28 June. The 610-kilometre route is
not served by any other carrier and will be flown using
the regional airline’s ATR 72s until 8 September. The two
airports were last connected in S17 by Meridiana
operating 2-weekly with MD80s.
easyJet has had a busy fortnight launching no fewer than
14 new routes. Two of the new routes connect two
bases; Bordeaux to Porto (3-weekly competing with
Ryanair) and Manchester to Nice (3-weekly competing
with British Airways and Jet2.com). The remaining 14
routes are; Amsterdam-Genoa (competing with KLM),
Amsterdam-Pula (competing with Croatia Airlines),
Basel-Alghero, Berlin SXF-Ancona, Bordeaux-Lanzarote,

Bordeaux-Menorca (competing with Volotea), GenevaPula (competing with SWISS), Manchester-Kalamata
(competing with Thomas Cook Airlines), Nantes-Bari,
Nantes-Bastia (competing with Air Corsica, HOP! and
Volotea), Nantes-Dubrovnik (competing with Volotea)
and Nantes-Olbia (competing with ASL Airlines France,
TUI fly Belgium and Volotea). Of these 14 routes all will
be served 2-weekly apart from Nantes-Dubrovnik which
is 3-weekly. Bordeaux also celebrated the launch of a
new connection with easyJet to Granada in Spain on 18
June, although only a few flights operate in June, before
regular 3-weekly service begins on 3 September.
Eurowings which already serves Pristina from six
German airports, has recently added direct air service to
the airport from two Swiss airports and also made
Pristina a designated base. On 19 June it began 2-weekly
service from Basel, followed by 2-weekly service from
Geneva on 21 June. The Basel route is already flown by
easyJet (daily) and Chair (3-weekly). The Geneva route is
also served daily by easyJet, 5-weekly by SWISS and
weekly by Chair, the new name for Germania Flug.
According to Cirium Data and Analytics, Eurowings is
now the biggest airline at Pristina, ahead of Orange2Fly,
easyJet, Adria Airways and Wizz Air. Last year Pristina
handled almost 2.2 million passengers. Traffic is up 12%
in the first four months of 2019.

resumed last June after a gap of seven years. Porto is
now connected to two airports in the Nordic countries,
with Ryanair serving Copenhagen 2-weekly.

FlyBosnia made Jeddah its fourth scheduled service
from Sarajevo (after Riyadh, Kuwait City and Gassim)

Finnair launched service to Porto on 21 June. The new, 2
-weekly service from Helsinki faces no direct
competition. This 3,100-kilometre service is the last of
six new routes launched by Finnair in S19 after Los
Angeles, Bologna, Hannover, Bordeaux and Trondheim.
The airline’s A319s will normally operate the route, but
the inaugural flight saw an A321 being used. Finnair
already serves Lisbon with daily flights, a route it
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Latest European route news
when it launched weekly (Saturday) service on 15 June
using its A319s. The 3,100-kilometre route is already
operated 2-weekly by flynas. The carrier has also
announced that its next new route will be to Bahrain,
served weekly starting 12 July.
flydubai is expanding in Europe. The UAE-based LCC
launched 5-weekly service from Dubai to Naples on 31
May, a route not served by any other carrier. This is the
airline’s second new route to the European Union since
last summer as it added Helsinki service on 11 October
2018. An additional new EU route to Budapest,
scheduled to launch on 27 June, has been pushed back
to 1 October, possibly as a result of the continued
grounding of the airline’s 14 737 MAX 8s ad MAX 9s.

Juneyao Airlines (IATA code HO) launched its first route
to Europe on Friday 28 June when it introduced daily
service from Shanghai to Helsinki using its 787-9s.
Unusually for a new Chinese service this is a route
already flown daily by Finnair. Juneyao Airlines becomes
the second Chinese carrier to serve the Finnish capital as
Tibet Airlines began 2-weekly service to Jinan on 8 April.
For Juneyao Airlines this new 7,400-kilometre route is
almost twice as long as its previous longest route, a daily
service to Singapore which is 3,800-kilometres in length.

LEVEL has taken over two Vueling routes from
Amsterdam to Fuerteventura (weekly) and Lisbon (6weekly). Transavia already serves the Spanish route with
3-weekly flights. The Lisbon link is even more
competitive with KLM and TAP Portugal both offering 3daily flights, Transavia flying 11-weekly and easyJet
offering 4-weekly flights.

Lauda has opened a base at Palma de Mallorca which
has enabled it to launch a number of new routes to
German regional airports. These are Dresden (daily),
Erfurt (2-weekly), Friedrichshafen (4-weekly) and
Rostock (3-weekly). This brings to 12 the number of
routes Lauda serves from the Spanish airport this
summer. However, in S18 the carrier served 17 airports
from Palma de Mallorca and offered more capacity than
it is offering in S19. Of the nine routes dropped, one
(Berlin TXL) was transferred to parent company Ryanair,
while three others (Cologne Bonn, Frankfurt and
Hamburg) were already served by Ryanair which has
increased frequencies on these routes.

Qatar Airways chose Monday 24 June as the launch date
for its new daily service from Doha to Lisbon. The 5,800kilometre route will be served with the airline’s 787-8s
and faces no direct competition. However, Emirates
operates 2-daily flights to Dubai, a route it has been
operating since July 2012. Frequency on Qatar Airways’s
new Lisbon service will reduce to 5-weekly in W19/20.
The carrier has recently launched other European routes
to Gothenburg (December 2018), Izmir in Turkey (23
May) and Malta (4 June).

Norwegian has grown its presence at the new Murcia
RMU airport which opened earlier this year. It has begun
service from Bergen (2-weekly), Stavanger (2-weekly)
and Trondheim (weekly). Norwegian has been serving
Murcia RMU from Oslo since 3 April. The three new
routes only operate until 10 August according to Cirium
Data and Analytics while the Oslo route continues until
the end of October. Another new route launched by
Norwegian (on 19 June) was between Copenhagen and
Tirana. The 1,660-kilometre route will be served weekly
(Wednesdays) until 7 August, meaning that the route to
Albania will operate just eight times in all.

A new regional carrier, Great Dane Airlines, has begun
scheduled services from Aalborg. Using an E190 the
carrier’s first route was to Dublin on 21 June (served 2weekly), followed by Edinburgh on 24 June (also 2weekly) and Nice on 26 June (weekly). No other carriers
serve any of these airport-pairs. Prior to the launch of
scheduled services, the airline has been operating
charter flights to Bulgaria, Greece and Spain for Bravo
Tours in Denmark.
On 24 June Royal Air Maroc began daily service from
Casablanca to Istanbul SAW using 737-800s. The 3,400kilometre route is already served by Air Arabia Maroc
(daily) and Pegasus Airlines (4-weekly from 8 July). In
addition, Royal Air Maroc and Turkish Airlines both offer
daily flights between Casablanca and Istanbul IST. This is
Royal Air Maroc’s third new European route from
Casablanca this summer having already added Vienna (2
-weekly from 1 April) and Athens (2-weekly from 4
April).
Jazeera Airways added two new Turkish destinations to
its network from Kuwait City with the introduction of 3weekly flights to Bodrum (on 17 June, 2-weekly until
August) and Istanbul SAW (15 June). Kuwait Airways
and Turkish Airlines already serve both markets, while
Pegasus Airlines also serves the Istanbul route. Both
routes will be flown by the airline’s fleet of A320s, of
which it has nine according to planespotters.net. Jazeera
Airways operates one other route to Europe, a daily
service to Istanbul IST.

Ryanair added two new airports to its route network
during the last fortnight when it began its first ever
flights to Kharkiv and Odessa in Ukraine. Both airports
are being served 2-weekly from Krakow in Poland. The
Kharkiv route is new for the airport, while Yan Air
already offers 2-weekly service on the Odessa route.
Ryanair already serves Kyiv KBP and Lviv in Ukraine.
Ryanair now serves almost 70 destinations from Krakow
(its biggest base in Poland ahead of Warsaw WMI),
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served with the airline’s Airbus A220-300s (previously
known as Bombardier CS300s), are Alicante (3-weekly),
Brindisi (3-weekly), Faro (3-weekly), Ibiza (2-weekly) and
Mykonos (2-weekly). These routes are all already
operated by easyJet with higher frequency and larger
aircraft. SWISS’s share of Geneva capacity this summer
has increased from 13% to 17%, but these new routes
are not the main drivers of this growth. Instead the
carrier has taken over all of Lufthansa’s flights on the
Munich route and some of the capacity on the airline’s
Frankfurt route.

having added 15 destinations since last summer and
dropped only two. With Wizz Air having opened a base
at the Polish airport in May, traffic looks set to grow
significantly in Krakow this summer.

SAS made Newquay in the south-west of the UK its
latest destination when it began a seasonal, 2-weekly
(Mondays and Fridays) service from Copenhagen on 21
June. The 1,310-kilometre route will operate until midAugust using the Star Alliance member’s CRJ900s. Having
also launched daily flights from the Danish capital to
London STN on 8 April, it means that SAS is now serving
seven destinations in the UK from Copenhagen – the
other five being Aberdeen, Birmingham, Edinburgh,
London LHR and Manchester. This summer Newquay is
offering international service to seven destinations.
Apart from Copenhagen, Aer Lingus serves Cork and
Dublin, Eurowings serves Düsseldorf and Stuttgart,
while Ryanair serves Alicante and Faro. However, flights
to Berlin TXL (with Eurowings) and Frankfurt HHN (with

Ryanair) which operated in S18 are not available in S19.
Sichuan Airlines has become the fifth Chinese carrier to
serve Rome FCO, when it began 3-weekly service from
Chengdu on 25 June using its A330s. The carrier joins Air
China, China Eastern Airlines, China Southern Airlines
and Hainan Airlines in serving the Italian capital.
Chengdu becomes the ninth Chinese city to be served
non-stop from Rome. Hangzhou (on 12 June with Air
China) and Shenzhen (on 30 May with Hainan Airlines)
were two other new Chinese destinations launched this
summer. Sichuan Airlines now operates six routes to
Europe, all from Chengdu. This includes new routes to
Copenhagen (launched on 10 December 2018) and
Istanbul IST (launched on 30 April 2019).

SunExpress Germany added weekly (Friday) service
between Hannover and Beirut on 28 June using its 737800s. The leisure airline recently began serving the
Lebanese capital from Düsseldorf (2-weekly from 7 June)
and Stuttgart (weekly from 7 June). This is the airline’s
only new route from Hannover this summer according to
Cirium Data and Analytics. However, it has dropped two
routes – to Bourgas and Fuerteventura. Only the
Bourgas route has been lost from the airport as
Fuerteventura is still served by both Condor and TUI fly
Deutschland.

TAP Portugal has had a busy fortnight launching a total
of three new routes from Lisbon. On 15 June the Star
Alliance carrier began daily service to Naples and
Tenerife TFS. The Naples link is already flown 3-weekly
by Ryanair, while no other carrier serves Tenerife TFS.
However, both Vueling and Binter Canarias offer 2weekly flights from the Portuguese capital to Tenerife
TFN. On 16 June TAP Portugal began 5-weekly service to
Washington IAD, competing with United Airlines’s daily
service. Initially the Washington route will be flown
using A330s. However, from 2 October the airline’s new
A321LRs will take over the route to the US capital.
Having launched service to Chicago and San Francisco
earlier in June, it means that the Portuguese carrier is
now serving seven US destinations from Lisbon.

Turkish Airlines made Port Harcourt in Nigeria its latest
destination in Africa when it began 4-weekly service
from Istanbul IST on 25 June. The 4,500-kilometre route
will be served by the airline’s 737-900s and faces no
competition. This is the first non-stop service between
Europe and the Nigerian city. Turkish Airlines now
serves 50 destinations in Africa either non-stop or with a
1-stop service. The Star Alliance carrier already serves
two other destinations in Nigeria; Abuja (daily with 737800s) and Lagos (daily with A330-300s).

SWISS launched five seasonal routes from Geneva
between 22 June and 24 June. The new destinations, all

Cyprus-based TUS Airways appears to have altered its
network strategy significantly since last summer. In S18
the airline operated mostly routes from Larnaka to a
variety of destinations in and around the Mediterranean
using its Fokker 100s. This summer it is only operating six
scheduled routes, but five of them are from Tel Aviv in
Israel. This includes two new routes launched on 27 June
to Rhodes and Skiathos, both served 2-weekly. While no
other carrier links Tel Aviv and Skiathos, the Rhodes
route is already operated by Aegean Airlines, Blue Bird
Airways, El Al and Israir Airlines. According to
planespotters.net TUS Airways’s fleet comprises two
Fokker 100s and five Fokker 70s.
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Ukraine International Airlines on 15 June began daily
service from Kyiv KBP to Izmir in Turkey. The carrier is
using a mix of its E190s and 737-800s on the 1,360kilometre route. Although the flag-carrier faces no direct
competition on the route, Pegasus Airlines connects
Kyiv IEV and Izmir with 4-weekly flights. This becomes
the third Turkish route for Ukraine International Airlines
as it also serves Istanbul IST (2-daily) and Ankara (daily).
Izmir is one of only two new routes launched by Ukraine
International Airlines from Kyiv KBP this summer. The
other is a weekly service to Sanya in China which
launched on 11 June. Compared with last summer, the
carrier has dropped two destinations from Kyiv, Astana
in Kazakhstan and Colombo in Sri Lanka.

Volotea has introduced three more routes to its network
with the launch of Cagliari to Prague (2-weekly from 16
June competing with SmartWings), Genoa to Pantelleria
(weekly from 15 June) and Nice to Malaga (2-weekly
from 21 June competing with Iberia’s 3-weekly service).
Volotea now serves Malaga from nine airports, Nice
from eight airports, Prague from six airports and

Pantelleria from five airports. Cagliari and Genoa are
designated bases for the carrier.
On 16 June Vueling began a weekly (Sunday) service
between Valencia and Lanzarote in the Canary Islands.
The 1,680-kilometre link will be operated by the airline’s
A320 fleet and face competition from Ryanair (2-weekly)
and Iberia (weekly). Since last summer, Vueling has
added five new destinations from its Valencia base;
Catania, Fuerteventura, Gran Canaria, Lisbon and
Lanzarote, and has also shifted flights to Tenerife from
Tenerife TFS to Tenerife TFN. Along with frequency
increases on other routes it means that Vueling has
increased its seat capacity from Valencia this summer by
around 30%. It now accounts for around 15% of capacity
at the Spanish airport, beaten only by Ryanair’s 35%
share.

Gdansk, Wizz Air launched daily flights to London LGW.
This summer Wizz Air is serving Gatwick from four of its
bases, the others being Bucharest, Budapest and ClujNapoca. On 16 June Wizz Air began a 2-weekly
connection between its home base of Budapest and
Castellon, while the following day saw the introduction
of a 2-weekly link between Sibiu in Romania and
Karlsruhe/Baden-Baden in Germany. None of these six
new routes faces direct competition. Castellon is now
served by Wizz Air from three bases, Santander from
two and Karlsruhe/Baden-Baden from five.

Wizz Air added another six new routes to its panEuropean network during the last fortnight. On 15 June
it started 2-weekly service from Belgrade to Lyon, its
first new route from the Serbian airport since May 2017
when it launched service to Friedrichshafen, Hannover,
Malta and Nuremberg. Wizz Air now serves 14 routes
from Belgrade this summer. From its first ever base at
Katowice (opened on 19 May 2004) it began 2-weekly
service to two Spanish destinations, Castellon and
Santander. This increases to six the number of Spanish
airports Wizz Air serves this summer from the Polish
airport, joining Barcelona, Fuerteventura, Malaga and
Tenerife TFS. From another Polish base, this time

for between 30% and 50%

Continued from page 1 of intra-European scheduled
seat capacity at each of these airports.
LH Group dominates German domestic market

Since the collapse of airberlin at the end of 2017,
Lufthansa Group now has a dominant position in the
German domestic market. Analysis of Cirium Data and
Analytics figures for S19 shows that Lufthansa
commands 60% of German domestic capacity, Eurowings
a further 30% and easyJet 9%. All other carriers account
for just under 1% of domestic seats.
Although Eurowings has cut its overall capacity by 1%
this summer, its domestic capacity has increased by 7%
to 6.2 million seats this summer, while international
capacity from German airports is down 3% to 16.3
million. A further one million seats are offered on flights
that do not involve a German airport (mostly
international flights from Austrian airports).
With Lufthansa operating almost all domestic routes that
involve its two hubs at Frankfurt and Munich, Eurowings
is responsible for domestic routes linking airports that do
not involve either Frankfurt or Munich. This summer its
leading domestic routes by seat capacity are: HamburgStuttgart, Cologne Bonn-Berlin TXL, Düsseldorf-Berlin
TXL, Stuttgart-Berlin TXL, Düsseldorf-Hamburg and
Cologne Bonn-Hamburg. This year, it has added only one
new domestic route between Munich and Berlin TXL, an
airport-pair that was already served by both Lufthansa
and easyJet.
Palma de Mallorca is #1 destination
Analysis of the leading international destinations served
by Eurowings from its German airports in S19 reveals a
dominant winner, Palma de Mallorca. The Spanish
airport welcomes more than twice as many Eurowings
seats from German airports as its nearest rival, Vienna.
Four Italian airports (highlighted in red) make the top 15
along with two destinations in Spain (shown in yellow).
The remaining nine destinations in the top 15 are all in
different countries, showing the broad geographic
spread of the airline’s network.
Several new destinations have been added since last
summer. These include Ankara, Florence, Genoa, New
York EWR, Ohrid, Timisoara and Trieste. Destinations
served in S18 but not in S19 include Belgrade, Glasgow
GLA, Karpathos and Seattle-Tacoma.
Long-haul focus shifts to Düsseldorf in S19
Last summer Eurowings was operating long-haul flights
from Cologne-Bonn (11 destinations), Düsseldorf (five
destinations) and Munich (10 destinations). This summer
all 11 remaining long-haul services have operated from
Düsseldorf, including the new route to Newark.
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